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President’s Message

Promoting understanding and awareness of energy issues and the 
development of responsible energy policies in Australia

Welcome to the australian Institute of energy's final quarterly journal of 2021

aiE PRESidENT’S  
MESSaGE

This is my final President’s Message as my term 
comes to an end. When i was appointed President 
at the end of 2019, i was blissfully unaware of the 
global pandemic that would soon impact every 
facet of our lives.

i am so grateful for the compassion and support 
my fellow directors showed me and each other 
during an incredibly trying period. i am proud 
of what we achieved together, for the benefit of 
members, in spite of the pandemic.

it was a true team effort in pivoting to online 
and hybrid events to maintain a connection with 
our members. i would like to thank my board 
colleagues, branch committees, sub-committees, 
the Young energy Professionals and Women in 
energy for their hard work and dedication.

i would like to welcome new directors Martin 
Cousins (Sydney) and john sorrentino 
(Melbourne) to the national Board, and 
congratulate my fellow re-elected board directors 
steve Blume (canberra) and Charles rendigs 
(Melbourne).

finally, i would like to welcome our new editor, 
nadine Cranenburgh, who has a wealth of 
experience with industry publications, and a 
background as an electrical and environmental 
engineer.

this edition follows in the wake of the Glasgow 
Climate Pact and the Federal Government’s long-
awaited commitment to net zero emissions by 
2050. But the globe, and australia in particular, 
need deeper emissions reductions by 2030 to 
limit global warming to 1.5°c.

the energy industry will play a crucial role by 
reducing reliance on emissions-intensive fossil 
fuels, particularly in the electricity generation 
and transport sectors. to do this, our industry 
will need to tap into our diverse reserves of 
multidisciplinary expertise and experience to 

balance the needs of energy consumers with the 
physics of the system.

this issue features a range of views and 
explainers on how the australian energy industry 
can successfully navigate the clean-energy 
transformation in time to avoid the most extreme 
consequences of climate change.

Professor andrew Blakers from the australian 
national university provides a sweeping overview 
of the scale and speed of the current global 
energy transformation, and low-cost actions 
to rapidly cut Australia’s energy emissions with 
existing technology.

Power systems and control engineering specialist 
Kate summers tackles the important topic of 
technical leadership as the power grid takes on 
increasing levels of renewable and distributed 
generation.

this leads into a market perspective from energy 
analyst Marija Petkovic, who explains how new 
frequency control ancillary services markets can 
strengthen the case for battery storage.

to round things off, we share an interview with 
Chris alexander from the energy Security Board 
about including customer insights in the energy 
transformation debate as customers play an 
increasingly active role.

as this year draws to an end, i hope you take 
time to recharge your batteries and reconnect 
with friends and family. May the new year bring 
us together and be filled with laughter, happiness 
and prosperity.

the next issue of ENERGYNEWS will explore 
the theme of energy, environment and social 
responsibility. if you would like to contribute an 
article or recommend a specialist author please 
email nadine: editor@aie.org.au.

Katharine McKenzie, aIe National President  
president@aie.org.au
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early in human civilisation, the 
invention of wood burning and 
animal power caused energy 
revolutions that slowly spread 
across the world. the industrial 
revolution ushered in the use 
of fossil fuels to replace wood 
and animal power, and the 
new energy technology spread 
around the world over a century 
or so.

By comparison, the solar and 
wind revolution is much faster 
and is happening almost 
everywhere simultaneously. the 
compelling economics of solar 
and wind are pushing coal and 
gas out of electricity generation; 
electric vehicles are pushing 
oil out of land transport; and 
electric heat pumps and heaters 
are pushing gas out of heating.

Solar and wind power now 
constitute three quarters of 

global net generation capacity 
additions (figure 1), and 99 per 
cent of Australia’s additions.1 
Electrification of land transport 
and heating has the potential 
to allow cheap solar and 
wind power to eliminate most 
greenhouse gas emissions.

hoW QuiCKly Can We 
reDuCe greenhouse gas 
eMissions?

in 2020, australian greenhouse 
gas emissions were about 500 
Megatonnes (Mt).2 this can be 
reduced by 70 per cent (350 Mt) 
through renewable electrification 
of land transport and heating 
(figure 2).3 all the required 
technology is already produced 
at a vast scale and low cost. 
no new technology is required, 
although continued research and 
development allows ongoing 
cost reductions.

a further 10 per cent of 
emissions (50 Mt) arise from 
fugitive methane from coal and 
gas mining that will naturally 
phase out as coal and gas 
mining (mostly for export) 
declines.

Thus, the first 80 per cent of 
emissions reductions does 
not require new technology, 

the need for speed:  
Navigating a rapid clean 
energy transformation
By andrew Blakers

the fastest energy change in history is in progress. this entails 
the replacement of most fossil fuels with solar and wind energy in 
almost every country well before 2050.
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hydrogen, carbon capture and 
storage, soil carbon, greenhouse 
offsets, or a ‘gas-led recovery’. It 
entails a rapid decline in the use 
of fossil fuels using off-the-shelf 
technology.

the last 20 per cent of emissions 
(100 Mt) relate to aviation, 
shipping, metals, chemicals, 

the land sector and waste, 

and are considerably more 

difficult to abate. This will 

require substantial research 

and development over the next 

decade. however, if we get stuck 

into the first 70 per cent of 

emissions reductions, then we 

buy time to solve the last 100 Mt.

australia is a gloBal 
PathfinDer in solar anD 
WinD PoWer

Solar and wind power in 
australia are overriding fossil 
fuel generation because of their 
compelling economics. australia 
is installing solar and wind 
generation three to five times 
faster per capita than europe, 
japan, china or the uSa (figure 
3).4 in addition, the majority of 
the world’s solar cells use the 
australian-developed passivated 
emitter and rear cell (Perc)5 
design.

in 2020, australia deployed 
about 7,000 MW of new solar 
and wind power. in the national 
electricity Market (neM), 
renewables (mostly solar and 
wind) have reached a 36 per 
cent share and are tracking 
towards 50 per cent in 2025 
(figure 4). Meanwhile, gas 
generation has fallen to 4 per 
cent.6

the entry of large amounts of 
solar and wind into the market 
has reduced electricity prices 
(figure 5). the spike in prices 
in the second quarter of 2021 
coincided with a fire at the 
callide coal power station and a 
flood at the Yallourn coal power 
station.

Balancing high levels of solar 
and wind generation at low cost 
is straightforward using strong 
transmission (to smooth out 
local weather and demand), 
storage (pumped hydro 
and batteries) and demand 
management.7 

figure 1: in 2020, solar and wind constituted three quarters of 
global net generation capacity additions1

figure 2: australian emissions reduction opportunities2,3

“Solar and wind power 
now constitute three 
quarters of global net 
generation capacity 
additions and 99 per 
cent of Australia’s 
additions.”
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net Zero

a net zero emissions target 
by 2050 is nice, but almost 
irrelevant. of far greater 
importance is deep reductions 
by 2030. the commonwealth 
Government’s ‘net zero plan’ 
is a distraction from the main 
game. how can a credible plan 
not focus on the overwhelming 
dominance of solar and wind 
in mitigation of emissions in 
australia, through elimination of 
fossil fuels?

The first priority is elimination of 
coal from electricity generation. 
then comes displacement of 
oil from land transport (electric 
vehicles) and gas from heating 
(electric furnaces and heat 
pumps). this will eliminate 70 
per cent of emissions at low or 
zero cost.

For the next five years, the key 
commonwealth Government 
priority should be to facilitate 
more transmission to bring 
new solar and wind power into 
cities. Presently, high-power 
transmission lines mostly bring 
coal power from coal fields 
into the cities. however, coal 
fields are usually not the best 
places for solar and wind farms. 
congestion in the existing 
transmission system is the main 
constraint on rapid continued 
deployment of solar and wind. 

the commonwealth Government 

either needs to participate 

fully in reforming twentieth 

century rules and regulations 

around the construction of new 

transmission, or get completely 

out of the way and allow the 

states to do it.

from 2027 onwards, the 

commonwealth and state 

governments need to strongly 

discourage new sales of fuel 

vehicles and gas heaters – and 

facilitate their replacement with 

electric equipment powered by 

solar and wind.

gloBal net Zero

it is useful to gain some idea 

of prospective global solar 

and wind deployment. Most 

countries are committing to 

reach zero emissions by 2050-

2060. it is likely that solar and 

wind will be the dominant 

methods used to drive fossil 

fuels out of the global economy 

because their cost and annual 

deployment scale are much 

more advantageous than other 

low-emissions technologies. 

Solar and wind are also relatively 

unconstrained by material, 

figure 3: australia is rapidly installing solar and wind generation1

figure 4: generation shares in the neM6. the shaded region is a linear projection.

“The first 80 per cent of emissions reductions 
entails a rapid decline in the use of fossil fuels 
using off-the-shelf technology.”
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environmental, resource, land, 
social and other factors.

Per capita electricity 
consumption in advanced 
economies is in the range of 
5-10 megawatt-hour (MWh) 
per person per year. complete 
elimination of fossil fuels 
from the economy entails a 
doubling or tripling of electricity 
production, depending upon 
the size of the chemicals and 
metals industries. thus, global 
electricity production may reach 
about 20 MWh per person per 
year. the global population 
is expected to reach about 
10 billion in the middle of this 
century. When developing 
countries catch up to the per 
capita energy consumption of 
today’s advanced economies, 
then global electricity 
production of about 200,000 
terawatt-hours (tWh) per year 
will be required.3

assuming that electricity is 
produced by deployment of a 
combination of solar (60 per 
cent), wind (30 per cent) and 
other methods (10 per cent), a 
total of 80 terawatts (tW) of 
solar and 17 tW of wind power 
will be required (assuming 
average system capacity factors 
of 17 per cent and 40 per cent 
respectively).

thus, 4 to 5 tW per year of new 

solar and wind power will be 

required to eliminate fossil fuels 

well before 2050. in 2020, new 

solar and wind power amounted 

to 0.26 tW. this means the 

annual deployment rate must be 

increased by a factor of 20 over 

the next decade. 

this requires a growth rate of 

30 per cent per year during 

the 2020s, which is daunting. 

fortunately, this is in line with 

the exponential growth in solar 

photovoltaic generation i have 

tracked over the past 20 years, 

which the world is very well 

placed to continue.

figure 5: electricity prices in the national electricity Market6

“For the next five years, the key  
Commonwealth Government priority should be to 
facilitate more transmission to bring new solar and 
wind power into cities.”
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technical leadership 
in the clean energy 
transformation
By Kate summers

side of the fork, the power 
system acts in accordance with 
the physical science, governed 
by engineering controls. to 
successfully navigate the 

there is no question that a 
power system is an intricate 
and complex machine. 
understanding power systems 
can take a lifetime, and even 
then, there is still more to learn.

When the market rules were 
being created for the national 
energy Market (neM), a group 
of system engineers worked 
to develop a reasonable set 
of rules for the management 
of the five-minute forward 
market that effectively enabled 
generators to compete to 
provide the next cheapest 
megawatt. the market rules 
were not drafted to replace the 
complex engineering controls 
necessary for the management 
of the power system, nor were 
they intended to capture the 
dynamic responses required for 
the control of the system. this 
complexity remains within the 
control theory and engineering 
practice, in engineering 
textbooks and dynamics 
courses, or in the heads of those 
who drafted the original rules.

however, the rules were based 

on engineering concepts such 
as contingencies and whether 
or not something was ‘credible’ 
– meaning probabilistically likely 
to happen. there was a common 
appreciation of the limitations 
of equipment, the likelihood 
of failure and an assumption 
that engineering practice and 
knowledge would be retained.

as the market progresses, 
the rules are shifting from 
engineering concepts towards 
more legalistic concepts of 
obligation, responsibility 
and who carries risk. this is 
creating a fork in our energy 
transition ‘roadmap’. Market-
based rules are intended to 
create an incentive for a market 
participant to deliver on what 
the incentive expects, although 
this is not a precise science but 
a social science. on the other 

“Without the right engineering controls to 
maintain the physical science underpinning 
the National Electricity Market, the 
market will fail.”
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clean energy transformation, 
we need to bring these two 
roads together: without the 
right engineering controls to 
maintain the physical science 
underpinning the market, the 
market will fail.

What Will it taKe to 
enaBle the energy 
transition While 
KeePing the MarKet 
oPerating anD the 
lights on?

the art and science of power 
system control is ensuring that 
good quality electrical power is 
produced in the amount required 
by society at the instant that 
society requires it. effective 
engineering control is about 
reducing error through local 
correction of all generators. 
this creates an overarching 
machine that provides reliable 
power efficiently. As residential 
solar photovoltaic becomes 
a dominant source of mainly 
uncontrolled power, the need 
for sophisticated controlled 
storage, strategically located in 
distribution networks, is obvious.

there is a need to understand 
the changes the market has 
caused with respect to power 
system control, and how 
that relates to the theory 
and mathematics used to set 
technical limits and constraints. 
over the years, there have been 
many advances in controllers. 
even on thermal generators 
the method of control has 
evolved. But not all control 
methods should be adopted as 
desirable. Sometimes a control 
method is adopted because 
there is an asset management 
interpretation that it reduces 
‘wear and tear’. This approach 
often has unexpected system 

consequences. for example, it is 
possible to control power output 
to match an external dispatch 
signal, ignoring frequency. this 
introduces a larger error to the 
power system, causing over- or 
under-supply, and reduces the 
resilience of the system response 
to contingencies. Generators 
experience larger electrical 
changes, and while things 
appear mechanically ‘stable’, 
the electrical forces no longer 
conform to the engineering 
model used for grid studies. 
likewise, the power system is 
not infinite and cannot always 
accept all the power that wind 
and solar can generate. Supply 
must be controlled to match 
the demand, which is done by 
controlling to frequency.

all technologies tend to differ 
in their characteristics. for 
example, hydro is limited 
by the physics of the water 
column used to power it. other 
technologies may be limited 
by the control choices applied 
by the equipment supplier. 
Power system control engineers 
coordinate all the different 
control characteristics to ensure 
that the generation controls 
respond to stabilise the system 
and maintain supply.

failing to provide the right 
engineering controls exposes the 
system to collapse. any external 
signal – such as a dispatch 
target based on a forecast, or a 
price signal based in a market 
trading outcome – increases 
the error and is unlikely to act 
to support the system unless it 
is appropriately tempered by 
local primary control. as long 
as local primary controls act 
to dynamically control voltage 
and frequency through physical 

“The art and science of power system control is 
ensuring that good quality electrical power is 
produced in the amount required by society at the 
instant that society requires it.”

reactive and active power 
control, the market response 
may act as a second-order social 
influence.

Why Do teChniCal 
leaDers neeD to Be at 
the forefront of the 
energy transition?

the need to transition the power 
system to emission-free energy 
sources is fundamental if global 
warming and climate change 
are to be limited. the energy 
policy environment in australia 
leaves much to be desired as 
it pursues a social experiment 
on a physical science problem. 
ethically, engineers must act 
with conviction and urgency to 
deliver a sustainable future and 
clean up the emissions created 
by reliance on the nineteenth 
century steam engine and its 
descendants.

electrical engineering 
competencies vary widely due 
to the vast array of specialised 
areas covered by the discipline. 
it is critical to position power 
system and control practitioners 
to be at the forefront of the 
power system transition. this 
area of practice is steeped in the 
philosophy and control methods 
designed for the management 
of power systems and can guide 
the technical requirements 
necessary to maintain the 
reliable supply of electricity that 
will enable the energy transition.

Kate Summers is a Fellow of the 
Institution of Engineers and an 
experienced power systems and 
control engineer with extensive 
electrical experience, market 
and regulatory knowledge. She 
is passionate about renewable 
energy and an orderly transition 
to a net zero carbon future. In 
2020, Kate was named National 
Professional Electrical Engineer 
of the Year for identifying the 
root cause of deterioration in 
system frequency in the Eastern 
Australian Seaboard’s electrical 
power system.
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Most people will be familiar with the wholesale 
energy market, where generators sell and 
retailers buy electricity. however, australia’s 
national electricity Market (neM) also has eight 
different markets for frequency control ancillary 
services (fCas).

fcaS have only come into the spotlight in the 
last few years, but these services will play an 
increasingly important role in the transition to 
clean energy.

Why is freQuenCy Control so 
iMPortant anD hoW Can Batteries 
helP?

imagine you are driving a car and approach a hill. 
if you want to maintain your speed, you need to 
put your foot down on the accelerator, otherwise 
the car will begin to slow down. Similarly, if you are 
driving downhill, you need to apply the brake to 
maintain the same speed.

the grid works in a similar way. the neM is 
designed to operate within a narrow frequency 
band around 50 hertz. if electricity usage increases 
by more than the generation, the frequency will 
drop. conversely, if generation increases more than 
electricity usage, the frequency will rise. When 
frequency deviates beyond the operational band, 
it can destabilise the grid and threaten system 
security.

“The demand and supply of 
electricity must be kept in precise 
balance at all times. FCAS markets 
are designed to help maintain this 
balance.”

Why frequency 
control ancillary 
services matter as the 
grid evolves
By Marija Petkovic
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this means that the demand and supply of 
electricity must be kept in precise balance at all 
times. fcaS markets are designed to help maintain 
this balance.

as the uptake of variable renewable energy 
increases, this balancing act becomes more 
challenging because we don’t have the same level 
of control over wind and solar resources as we do 
of traditional generators. in this new paradigm, 
battery storage and demand response will become 
increasingly important providers of fcaS services.

Batteries are already making big waves in fcaS 
markets. for example, Victoria had no grid-scale 
batteries in early 2019, but batteries are now 
capturing around half of the market share in 
the raise regulation market. When batteries are 
enabled in the raise regulation market, they stand 
ready to quickly discharge power into the grid to 
help correct any minor drops in frequency. 

Batteries have by far the fastest and most accurate 
response out of any asset in the grid. this makes 
them ideal for providing fcaS. in fact, batteries 
tend to earn the majority of their revenue 
providing fcaS services, rather than simply 
arbitraging the energy market.

hoW Will neW fCas MarKets 
strengthen the Case for Battery 
storage?

there are currently eight markets for fcaS, which 
help to correct any frequency deviations. these 
eight markets are grouped into two categories: 
regulation and contingency services.

regulation services are used to correct minor 
frequency deviations. in contrast, contingency 
services help correct frequency after a major event 
such as the loss of a big coal-fired generator or 
large transmission line. under current market rules, 
the fastest contingency fcaS markets require a 
response time within six seconds.

“Batteries have by far the fastest and 
most accurate response out of any 
asset in the grid. This makes them 
ideal for providing FCAS.”

frequency response (ffr) markets. these markets 
require a response time within two seconds. this 
is a significant market reform that recognises that 
the grid is fundamentally changing and that there 
are new technologies (such as batteries) that can 
provide valuable services in this new paradigm.

traditional generators such as coal, gas and 
hydro have a spinning mass, which is able to 
provide inertia. inertia slows down the rate at 
which frequency changes immediately after a 
disturbance to the grid. When we have less inertia 
in the grid, it is going to be extremely important 
to have very fast responding assets that can 
increase or decrease power quickly to avoid large 
frequency deviations that could threaten system 
security.

the incredibly fast response of batteries (often 
within hundreds of milliseconds) will become 
increasingly important as the uptake of wind and 
solar grows. this is because a grid dominated by 
variable renewables will inherently be a low-inertia 
system.

as mentioned, batteries are already technically 
capable of providing a fast frequency response. 
however, because there has been no market for 
ffr, batteries have not been compensated for 
this valuable service (outside grants and trials). as 
more of the battery value stack gets monetised, 
this should strengthen the investment case for 
battery storage.

By creating a market, and hence a compensation 
mechanism, we will be one step closer to properly 
valuing the full benefits that batteries can provide.

Marija Petkovic is the founder and managing 
director of Energy Synapse. Energy Synapse 
provides market intelligence software as well as 
modelling and advisory services. Marija is a leading 
expert in wholesale energy markets and battery 
storage, and has worked internationally across 
Australia, New Zealand, and the United States.

“The incredibly fast response of 
batteries will become increasingly 
important as the uptake of wind and 
solar grows.”

a new rule change will come into effect in october 
2023, and will see the introduction of new fast 
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aiE iNTERViEW
chris alexander: customer insights and the distributed 
energy revolution
By liz fletcher

australia is at the leading edge of the distributed 
energy resources (Der) revolution and work to 
make the most of new technologies and new 
services for energy consumers.

More than a quarter of australian energy users 
have already installed rooftop solar. this is 
just the start of a distributed energy story that 
is increasingly also about batteries, energy 
management systems, electric vehicles (eV), and 
a range of other ‘smart’ energy technologies. 
understanding the technology and what it means 
for the energy system is only part of the challenge. 
understanding the needs and expectations of 
household and business energy consumers is just 
as important.

a year or so ago, i had the pleasure of meeting 
chris alexander. at that time, he was Director, 
Strategic Policy at energy consumers australia 
(eca). chris has recently taken up a customer 
insights role with the energy Security Board (eSB) 
to support the delivery of the DER and flexible 
demand aspects of the Post 2025 reforms.

We decided it was time to document one of 
our recent conversations about customers and 
unlocking the huge potential of DER and flexible 
demand.

lf: Can you tell me about the Post 2025 
reforms and what is planned for Der and 
flexible demand?

Ca: there are four key reform pathways under the 
Post 2025 package recently signed off by national 
cabinet, and integrating Der and enabling 
flexible demand is one of them. The reform 
activities for this pathway are set out in the DER 
Implementation Plan.

the plan covers a really broad range of technical, 
regulatory and market reform activities – from 
introducing Dynamic operating envelopes for 
network hosting capacity, to the interoperability 
of the devices plugging into the grid, and risk 
assessments for new services to make sure 
consumers have the protection they need. these 
reforms will be progressed together over the next 
three years by market bodies and agencies like the 
australian renewable energy agency (arena), 
working through the existing national electricity 
Market review, rule, and other change processes. 

These activities are set out in the ESB’s Final 
advice to Ministers.

lf: how does the program deal with the 
fact that this is such a complex and rapidly 
evolving transformation?

Ca:  this is a really important point. the way the 
plan recognises that we do not yet have all the 
answers and learning what works and adapting 
along the way is critical. this is why the plan is a 
roadmap rather than a ‘big bang’ change.

there is clear high-level direction within the plan 
to secure the system and create an environment 
where the customers can be rewarded for 
participating in the market if they want to, as well 
as flexibility for the market bodies – working with 
stakeholders – to take a whole of system view and 
sequence and prioritise the work.

Some of this is immediate work to address urgent 
and pressing issues, as well as other priorities 
for development together with stakeholders and 
customers over the next two to three years.

lf: Can you give me an example? 

Ca: one of the key issues is how customers will 
engage with more dynamic ways of managing 
their import and export limits and what this means 
for the interoperability settings on their solar 
inverters.

at the same time, the plan envisages other longer-
term changes to allow customers to engage with 
more than one energy provider (being developed 
through flexible trading arrangements proposals). 
You want to make sure that the way you are 
approaching the network and device settings now 
has that eye to the future.

the DER Implementation Plan is seeking to ensure 
that network, standards and market issues are 
thought about together as part of an overall 
solution for customers.

lf: this is not just a ‘technical’ question 
about the physical systems. Where do 
people fit into the reforms?

Ca: that goes to how customer insights – which 
we need to inform that overall design – are being 
explicitly built into the plan through the customer 
insights collaboration.
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this is an eSB initiative that facilitates gathering 
the evidence, and together with stakeholders, 
exploring the cross-cutting customer questions 
and issues that will arise across the reform 
activities.

this customer insights work will be organised in 
six-month releases on a cross-cutting challenge, 
and involve a series of independently-facilitated 
public workshops to draw on the best available 
evidence to stand in the shoes of customers and 
generate insights that can feed into the reform 
activities.

eSB trialled this approach during the development 
phase of the Post 2025 reforms on the challenge 
of managing voltage on the network in the middle 
of the day when rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) is 
generating a lot of electricity.

the trial revealed some important insights about 
how to engage with customers with rooftop 
solar PV who might be impacted by an action by 
the market operator in emergency situations to 
temporarily restrict their ability to export power to 
the grid, which informed new market notices the 
australian energy Market operator implemented in 
September.

lf: how does your experience as an energy 
customer advocate shape the way you think 
about these reforms?

Ca:  You need to be very clear about your starting 
point and your assumptions about how customers 
will respond to new propositions.

We are seeing great potential in the market. With 
the right technical and security settings, new 
digital technology can enable consumers to shift 
their consumption to when prices are cheaper; sell 
power back to the grid when it is needed; or turn 
on their own panels and storage, and not buy grid 
power at all.

While energy technology might be changing, 
energy remains an essential service for households 
and businesses, so you need to be systematic 
and proactive about the way you manage change 
to make sure people can continue to access 
affordable, reliable power.

one of the questions you need to ask about issues 
and opportunities around the integration of Der is 
‘what would any change mean for all customers’? 
one example is people like renters who might not 
be able to access technologies like rooftop solar 
PV.

if you are thinking about rewarding businesses 
for flexibility, you need to think about how 

manufacturing businesses who require very 
predictable and stable electricity supply could 
practically participate.

and you have to remember that the primary 
reason many people have invested in solar panels 
and other energy technology is to meet their 
own needs – whether to manage their bills or get 
more control over their energy use. They don’t 
necessarily see these devices as a ‘DER’ to be 
actively managed by them or a third party for 
other reasons.

this means that one of our big tasks as an energy 
sector is to give people the opportunity and 
confidence to explore new ways to use these 
technologies.

Studies undertaken for the Post 2025 project 
indicate that there are tens of billions of dollars of 
value that can be unlocked for Der owners and all 
energy consumers if we get the settings right.

these are the kinds of questions about trust, 
access to Der, and the customer experience we 
will be seeking to explore through the customer 
insights collaboration to reveal insights about 
how we might address them in the design of the 
reforms. these insights will be published, and our 
intention is to build a collective evidence base so 
other policy or decision makers can draw on these 
insights to consider where other measures outside 
of the regulatory arrangements may be relevant.

lf: how do you get the customer insights 
you need when we may be talking about 
systems and services that don’t exist yet? 

Ca: it is certainly challenging, and what you should 
not be doing is trying to do the innovators’ job for 
them.

We can build a good view of what is coming next 
and what that means for customers by drawing 
on the insights of the many australian and 
international DER and flexibility trials, as well as 
customer research from organisations like eca.

We are also fortunate to be able to leverage 
some great collaborative work already underway. 
for example, the Distributed energy integration 
Program (DeiP), which arena facilitates, and 
international work by organisations like the energy 
Systems catapult in the uK.

one of the key things we are looking to do 
through the customer insights collaboration is pull 
together the best insights from the work that has 
already been done. often the knowledge is out 
there, but you have to know where to look for it, 
and it does not always find its way into the reform 
process.
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lf: industry and governments are 
increasingly using human-centred design 
methodologies to explore the future. is 
there a role for these approaches within the 
customer insights work for the Post 2025 
reforms? 

Ca: The short answer is ‘yes’, because good 
human-design processes allow you to explore the 
issues in a practical, real-world way that can be 
very revealing.

the workshops for the customer insights 
collaboration will include sessions where we stand 
in the shoes of customers to explore specific use 
cases – for example, whether a new flexibility 
service connected to their fast eV charger might 
work for them.

that is, what sort of information would the 
customer need to make an informed choice to 
install a fast charger? or how might where you live 
impact your installation experience? What happens 
if you need recharge your car at the same time as 
everyone else on your street? Who would you call 
if something went wrong?

i have found that because we are all energy 
consumers, people are actually very good at 
exploring these kinds of scenarios from a range of 
different perspectives and generating insights that 
are very valuable in policy processes.

lf: how can energy industry professionals 
get involved in the Der implementation Plan 
and the Customer insights Collaboration?

Ca: We are looking to involve a diverse range 
of people and parties in the process, and would 
welcome interest from customers, academics, 
networks, retailers and aggregators, technology 
companies and other interested groups. the eSB 
website has all the details about the Post 2025 
reforms and the schedule of Der implementation 
Plan activities. We will also post information 
about participating in the customer insights 
collaboration, formally launching in December, 
with public workshops from late february 
2022. Our first topic will be ‘How do we reward 
customers for their flexibility?’ You can also 
contact me directly: chris.alexander@esb.org.au.

Liz Fletcher has put her marketing, policy and 
strategic skills to use across the energy sector, 
including TransGrid, Flow Power and the Energy 
Security Board. She is now helping Australian 
businesses transition to net zero as the head 
of birdwood business energy. Liz is also the 
marketing and communications expert on the 
Energy Efficiency Council Board, and sits on 
the Advisory Panel for the Business Renewables 
Centre.

CliMateWorKs australia: stronger DeCarBonisation 
neeDeD

current combined state and territory targets will fall short of the carbon 
reductions needed to limit global temperature rise to 1.5°c, according 
to ClimateWorks Australia’s report State and territory climate action: 
Leading policies and programs in Australia. combined targets translate 
to a 37-42 per cent australia-wide reduction on 2005 levels by 2030. 
to limit temperature rise to 1.5°c, more ambitious decarbonisation 
benchmarks will be needed. read the report: <tinyurl.com/uv8d2pkh>

iea: PanDeMiC reCoVery Boosts 
eMissions

During the 2020 pandemic, wind and solar 
photovoltaic continued to grow rapidly, and 
electric vehicles set new sales records, according 
to the International Agency’s (IEA) World Energy 
Outlook 2021. But increased coal and oil use during 
the recovery in 2021 has led to the second-largest 
annual emissions increase in history:<tinyurl.com/
yc72jyr3>

iN BRiEF

fortesCue: green ManufaCturing 
Centre

fortescue future industries (ffi) will construct 
a Green Manufacturing centre at Gladstone, 
Queensland. the facility will consist of a large 
electrolyser, renewable industry and equipment 
factory. Stage one of the six-stage project will 
establish Australia’s first multi-gigawatt-scale 
electrolyser factory, with an initial capacity of 2 
gigawatts (GW) per annum: <tinyurl.com/8pxye8>
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Women in energy (Wie) Perth exists to promote 
the voice of women in the energy industry by 
connecting, supporting and inspiring women to 
achieve ‘whole-of-life’ success. We recently hosted 
two inspiring leaders Series events showcasing 
some of the amazing achievements of women in 
the energy industry.

at our breakfast event on 9 September, a truly 
inspiring leader in the energy sector – tiri 
sanderson, GM operations, horizon Power – 
shared her philosophy of life and the influences 
which shaped her journey to becoming an inclusive 
and inspirational leader in male-dominated 
industries. tiri previously led large safety-critical 
teams in senior leadership roles with rio tinto 
iron ore and aurizon. She provided an overview 
on how she overcame challenges to transform 
workplaces in both the resources and energy 
sectors – helping to identify and develop career 
and talent pathways for women.

During our online event on 21 october, grace 
henry – a former Wie Perth committee member 
– shared her views on the inspiring work she has 
undertaken to support article 6.4 of the Paris 
agreement – which establishes a mechanism to 
contribute to the mitigation of greenhouse gas 
emissions and support sustainable development. 
Grace is a chemical engineer who has worked at 
the international energy agency in Paris, focusing 
on international finance and policy options for 
carbon capture, utilisation and storage. her 

WoMEN iN ENERGY: 
inspiring leaders series

other career milestones include working in Wa 
for Shell, in Saudi arabia for Dow and in Sydney 
for the australian nuclear Science technology 
organisation. Grace is currently studying at the 
university of oxford on a rhodes Scholarship.

these two events promoted the exciting journeys 
of our female leaders and provided an opportunity 
to our members to be inspired and connect with 
other people working in the energy sector.

it was also fantastic to see Bindi shah – current 
Sponsorship coordinator of the Wie Perth 
committee – shine as a finalist for the Young 
energy leaders award at the Wa energy awards 
2021. Wie Perth was proud to sponsor the Women 
in energy award at the very enjoyable and 
successful awards night.

By Ana Farla, Women in Energy Perth

Christopher Wilson 
(Chair, yePs Perth), 
Bindi shah (Wie 
Perth), the hon. Bill 
johnston (Minister 
for energy), neetika 
Kapani (Chair, Wie 
Perth), Kay thwe hla 
(aeMo).
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aRouNd THE BRaNcHES 2021
national
• 8 November: Annual General Meeting

aie BrisBane
• 2 December: Early Insights from Five-Minute 

Settlement with Paul Mcardle, Global-roam

•  28 October: Battery Electric Vehicles for the 
Masses with David finn, tritium

aie CanBerra/aCt
• 14 October: Energy Conversations – Maximising 

Consumer Ability to Manage Electricity Demand 
(online) with Dr emma aisbett and Dr ralf 
Steinhauser, australian national university 
(anu); Daria teodorowych, laroS Group; 
Gene McGlynn, act Government; lahiru 
hapuarachchi, actewaGl; Michael ambrose, 
cSiro

aie Perth
• 25 November: End of Year Sundowner

• 28-29 October: WA Infinite Energy Solar Car 
challenge 2021

• 27 October: Energy and Climate – What 
Does COP26 Mean for the Energy Transition? 
With Kylie turner, climateWorks australia; jo 
Garland, hfW; Marc allen, engeco; Zoe Bush, 
Environmental Defenders Office; Rob Grant, 
fortescue future industries

• 21 October: WiE – Inspiring Leaders Series 
(online) with Grace henry, university of oxford

• 14 October: YEPS – Key Aspects of Energy 
Contracting Fundamentals

• 9 September: WiE – Inspiring Leaders Series 
with tiri Sanderson, horizon Power

• 2 September: YEPs: Lithium processing and 
battery manufacturing in Western Australia with 
Stedman ellis, ceo, future Battery industries 
cooperative research centre

• 20 August: Annual site visit tour of the East 
Village Precinct at Knutsford, WA’s most 
sustainable community

• 12 August: WiE – Challenges of integrating 
clean energy into the WA grid with thomas 
Scott-Morey, collgar Wind farm; teresa Smit, 
aeMo; Yvonne Power, Village energy and Sarah 
rankin, Managing Director, Moonies hill energy. 
Moderated by Manus higgins, aeMo

aie south australia
• 30 November: Decarbonising Heavy Industry 

– an Impossible Task? With Susan jeanes and 
Professor Graham nathan, heavy industry, low-
carbon cooperative research centre

•  10 November: Community Batteries – Filling 
the Gap Between Residential and Utility - Scale 
Batteries? With lance hoch, oakley Greenwood 
and Simon franklin, itP Development

•  27 October: Scaling up the hydrogen supply 
chain in SA (online) with nicholas Mumford, 
Mumford commercial consulting (Mc2)

•  1 September: YEPS – Meet the Experts with 
chris hanna, electranet; jane norman, Santos 
and Mark Dayman, fyfe

aie syDney
• 22 November: Annual General Meeting and 

presentation – Proposed Queensland Hydrogen 
Export Hub and Stanwell’s Role with Steve 
Quilter, Stanwell

•  16 November: YEPS – Capacity After Coal – the 
Future of Firming in the NEM (online) with oliver 
nunn, endgame economics; Ben Bolot, atco 
australia; Shira Samocha, DPie

•  19 October: YEPS – COP26 – Challenges and 
Opportunities for Australian Industry (online)

•  12 October: Benefits of Going Electric for 
Your Next Vehicle (online) with Behyad jafari, 
eV council; luke todd, nexport; and tim 
Washington, jet charge

•  14 September: YEPS – A Discussion on the 
Trends of Financial Flows and Emission 
Reduction Performance in the Context of Our 
Energy Transition to Net Zero (online). With tim 
Buckley, ieefa and Dr hugh Saddler, anu

• 25 August: YEPs: Green hydrogen and 
biomethane – the role of renewable gas in 
decarbonising Australia’s gas networks (online) 
with jordan Mccollum, national Policy Manager, 
australian Pipelines & Gas association and 
Kristin raman, head of Strategy and innovation, 
australian Gas infrastructure Group

aie ViCtoria
• 17 November: Insights from COP26 and what it 

means for Australia (online) with John O’Brien, 
Deloitte; anna freeman, clean energy council; 
Scott hamilton, Smart energy council; Mary 
Stewart, energetics; tennant reed, ai Group

• 16 September: Emerging Energy Leaders Series 
– Special Event: Tools for Leading Innovation In 
Energy* (online) with jodie hallam, GM energy 
Services, Mondo and nuria ruiperez, Program 
Director, Startupbootcamp

* Recordings and/or copies of presentation 
slides available at: aie.org.au/member-resources/
presentations 
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YouNG ENERGY PRoFESSioNalS:
Meet the leaders
on Wednesday 29 September, 
Young energy Professionals 
(YePs) South australia were able 
to host their first in-person event 
since the start of the coViD-19 
pandemic. this Meet the leaders 
event provided an exclusive 
opportunity for attendees to 
gain unparalleled insights into 
the energy industry from the 
perspectives of experienced 
professionals.

the YePs were incredibly 
fortunate to host an impressive 
panel of energy industry 
professionals, including Chris 
hanna (electranet), jane 
norman (Santos) and Mark 
Dayman (fyfe). a distinguishing 
feature of this event was that 
attendees were given the 
opportunity to participate in an 
intimate, free-flowing discussion 
with each leader during sessions 
over lunch – rather than having 
the panel present to the entire 
group. this proved to be a 
unique and exclusive experience 
for attendees, with discussions 
revolving around topics such as 
career progression, emerging 
trends, and the energy industry 
in general.

While coViD-19 protocols 

presented some minor 

challenges, proper planning 

ensured a successful event. in 

light of the positive feedback 

received, the YePs intend to 

continue to host in-person 

events in the coming year. 

Such events, alongside virtual 

presentations (which have seen 

success during coViD-19), will 

assist the YePs in continuing 

to offer a diverse range 

of opportunities to young 

professionals within the aie.

By Lisa Papanicolaou 

and Oliver Redan, 

 AIE South Australia
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aiE SYdNEY:
The benefits of going electric for your 
next vehicle
on 12 october, aie Sydney held an evening 
webinar on the topic: The Benefits of Going 
electric for Your next Vehicle. Mary hendriks 
moderated the event.

this webinar drew well over 100 attendees, 
including members of the wider aie community 
and guests. the speakers were Beyhad jafari, 
ceo, australian electric Vehicle council; luke 
todd, Managing Director, nexport australia; and 
tim Washington, co-founder of jet charge. each 
presenter provided their view of the transport 
energy transition followed by a lively and enjoyable 
panel discussion with questions from attendees.

Beyhad refuted many of the myths around electric 
vehicles (eV), including range, charging and cost 
– and also spoke about the benefits of cleaner 
air for the community. luke described eVDirect's 
business model – which uses a digital e-commerce 
showroom offering new ways to purchase vehicles. 
he also spoke about the overall cost of owning an 
electric vehicle. luke also mentioned that electric 
car models from manufacturer BYD are expected 
to be available in australia over the next two years. 
tim outlined the development of eV charging, and 

jet charge's trials to allow electric 
vehicles to support the grid using 
an eV charge-management system 
and complementary hardware. he 
also described a future where a 
combination of on-site renewables 
and eV charging might provide an 
alternative to poles and wires for 
some isolated microgrids.

in the panel discussion that 
followed, speakers answered 
questions and each shared their 
views of how uptake of electric 
transport will help achieve a 
lower-carbon e-mobility future for 
australia.

This event reflected AIE’s core 
vision of information sharing, while providing an 
entertaining session for all involved. aie Sydney 
is planning to run a second webinar in the first 
quarter of 2022 to further explore the uptake of 
commercial eVs.

By Mary Hendriks, AIE Sydney

Wa ENERGY aWaRdS 2021
the annual Wa energy awards are conducted by aie Perth with the support of the Young energy 
Professionals (YEPs) Perth and Women in Energy (WiE) Perth. The awards are now in their fifth year, 
with growing support from the sector and an increasing industry profile.

the awards recognise individuals and organisations working to build a world-class energy industry. 
they recognise the efforts of outstanding individuals and companies and the importance of sharing 
innovation, best practice, and continuous improvement. they help the industry celebrate the successes 
of employees and initiatives.

the 2021 awards night was held on the 20 october 2021, and presented by Wa Minister for energy, the 
hon. Bill johnston Mla.

the Minister for energy gave a keynote address in advance of the presentation of the awards, where 
he highlighted the significant progress of WA’s energy sector, acknowledged WA’s positive progress 
in energy policy from both sides of politics over the last 15 years, and that the Wa energy sector is 
benefitting from foresight and purposeful planning in energy markets.
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finalists and winners of the Wa energy awards 2021

2021 Wa energy aWarD 
Winners

young energy leader of the year award: 
rebecca White and adam gangemi:

the Young energy leader of the Year award 
is presented by YePs Perth. Due to very close 
competition between two of the finalists under this 
category, the aie awards committee decided to 
present a joint award.

rebecca White is regulatory and trading Manager 
at collgar Wind farm. She assists with discharging 
Collgar Wind Farm’s regulatory responsibilities, 
implements changes following reforms to 
the Wholesale electricity Market, represents 
collgar Wind farm on reform working groups 
and undertakes advocacy with industry and 
government. rebecca supports the development 
of young professionals, including by taking on 
an intern completing a Master of environment. 
rebecca has been a member of the YePs 
committee since june 2019 and the treasurer 
since july 2021. rebecca thanked her mentors – 
including those at energy Policy Wa and her new 
‘energy home’ at Collgar Wind Farm – for their 
ongoing support and providing opportunities for 
her to excel.

adam gangemi is the Managing Director of Super 
Smart energy, which he founded in 2018. adam 
is leading the organisation’s commitment to 
enhancing environmental and economic outcomes 
by developing and implementing decarbonisation 

strategies for clients. he has been active in 
encouraging diversity through the appointment 
of younger board members. adam has spoken 
at a number of events at schools, not-for-profit 
education nights and industry panel discussions. 
Adam is also Vice Chair of not-for-profit 
Sustainable energy now. adam acknowledged 
the hard work of all those across the industry and 
their contribution to an active and rewarding Wa 
energy sector.

yePs Perth Chair Chris Wilson, young energy 
leader of the year award recipient rebecca 
White, the hon. Bill johnston Mla, young 
energy leader of the year award recipient adam 
gangemi
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Women in energy leader of the year award: 
Margot hammond

Margot hammond is the recipient of the 2021 

Women in energy leader of the Year award 

(presented by Wie Perth). Margot is currently 

the Stand-alone Power Systems (SaPS) Program 

Manager at Western Power, where she has an 

opportunity to lead and inspire women across 

the business. The award recognises Margot’s 

commitment to being a champion for greater 

collaboration, mentoring and training to enhance 

career opportunities for women in the energy 

industry. She regularly mentors and presents at 

SteM camps for girls. During her acceptance 

speech, Margot highlighted that she gets as much 

out of these mentoring opportunities as the 

women she inspires do, and that she is grateful 

for the growth in opportunities for women in the 

sector.

energy innovation of the year award: 
Boundary Power

Boundary Power is the recipient of the 2021 
energy innovation of the Year award. Boundary 
Power – a joint venture between Wa state 
government-owned utility horizon Power 
and integrated electrical solutions provider, 
ampcontrol limited – is leading the energy 
transition with advancements in SaPS design 
and deployment in a range of settings. their 
innovations include combined solar, storage and 
back-up systems for deployment in emergency 
settings, and all-purpose, all-climate, utility-grade 
systems for replacing aging or damaged traditional 
poles and wires networks. in her acceptance 
speech, amy guo from Boundary Power 
acknowledged the dedication and progress made 
by industry across the energy innovation category, 
which included electricity delivery projects to 
support growth in renewables and power supply 
reliability in regional Wa.

Wie Perth Chair neetika Kapani, Women in 
energy leader of the year award recipient 
Margot hammond, the hon. Bill johnston Mla

aie Perth Chair Dr genevieve simpson, amy guo 
(Boundary Power), the hon. Bill johnston Mla

2022 aie journal theMes
issue theme Copy deadline Published

Q1 2022 environment and social responsibility 21 january March

Q2 2022 advised in Q1 2022 22 april june

Q3 2022 advised in Q1 2022 22 july September

Q4 2022 advised in Q1 2022 21 october December

AIE members are welcome to submit an article for publication on one of the above themes or to 
recommend an expert author. Please contact editor@aie.org.au at least a month before the copy 
deadline
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energy Professional of the year award: 
russell james

russell james is the recipient of the energy 
Professional of the Year award. russell is General 
Manager of Business Development at atco 
australia, where he is responsible for leading 
and coordinating existing assets and ways to 
decarbonise and expand ATCO’s service offerings. 
This includes Australia’s first commercial-scale, 
renewable hydrogen supply chain: fortescue's 
hydrogen refuelling station. russell was recognised 
for his contribution in building the profile of 
hydrogen opportunities in the state, and for his 
ongoing commitment to the sector over a range 
of roles. russell emphasised in his speech that 
he never would have thought he would be made 
energy Professional of the Year after joining the 
energy industry in a low-key role in gas pipeline 
distribution networks.

By Murray Meaton, AIE Perth

aie Perth Committee Member Murray Meaton, 
energy Professional of the year award recipient 
russell james, the hon. Bill johnston Mla

REadiNG
Australia’s Long-Term Emissions Reduction Plan, 
Department of industry, science, energy and 
resources, october 2021: 
<tinyurl.com/ckkvpzvv>

extending the national gas regulatory framework 
to hydrogen blends and renewable gases, 
Department of industry, science, energy and 
resources, october 2021: 
<tinyurl.com/4ez77ddw>

Infrastructure for Climate Action, united nations 
environment Programme, unoPs, university of 
oxford, october 2021: <tinyurl.com/ywasawck>

State and Territory Climate Action: Leading policies and programs in Australia, ClimateWorks 
australia, october 2021: <tinyurl.com/uv8d2pkh>

Sustainable Decommissioning: Wind turbine blade recycling Phase 2, net Zero technology Centre, 
september 2021: <tinyurl.com/xpkspz45>

Post 2025 Electricity Market Design, energy security Board, july 2021: <tinyurl.com/3mzy92y8>
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In August, AIE Perth’s financial members were 
treated to a thought-provoking afternoon at the 
new east Village Precinct at Knutsford, fremantle. 
the east Village Precinct shows how sustainable 
living can become a reality. While the event had its 
sights set firmly on the future, the event showed 
how easy sustainable living can be.

the tour included an overview of the setup of the 
development (with its 36 potential townhouse 
sites), a look inside the community battery, and a 
demonstration of the Powerledger energy trading 
platform. Participants also took a tour of curtin 
University’s Legacy Living Lab (L3), which shows 
the future of circular economy housing.

east Village precinct and community titles

the precinct was sponsored by the australian 
Government and the city of fremantle and 
developed by DevelopmentWa. the precinct 
embraces a ‘one planet living’ lifestyle for all 
its residential developments, which aims to put 
people at the centre of a holistic approach to truly 
sustainable living.

anyone who has ever wondered about how to 
make the best use of their solar photovoltaic (PV) 
systems, become frustrated with the expense of 
behind-the-meter batteries, or tripped over an 
electrical cord strung across a pavement to charge 
their electric vehicle (eV) will tell you the same 
thing: It’s about time we started designing homes 
with new power technology and sustainability in 
mind.

in the case of the east Village Precinct, a number 
of energy technologies are being included in the 
housing development design – including solar PV 
capacity optimised for residential dwelling sizes, 
a shared community-scale battery, power sharing 
between households in the development complex, 
and standard eV charging for housing (and 
community charging as well).

the new power system design is being trialled 
under WA’s new community scheme framework, a 
new form of land tenure that was introduced into 
Wa through the Communities Title Act 2018, which 
came into effect in june.

community titles will enable developers to more 
easily deliver development schemes such as the 

aiE PERTH:
East Village Precinct at Knutsford 
site visit

east Village Precinct, as well as the White Gum 
Valley and Knutsford projects also in the city of 
fremantle area, which have provided sustainable 
infrastructure to reduce grid energy consumption 
by approximately 80 per cent.

community title developments are being trialled 
elsewhere in Australia to explore the benefits 
of smart grid infrastructure to support lower-
carbon community developments. one example 
is the narara ecovillage in nSW, with an initial 
development of 50 houses.

“By giving the battery a dual 
purpose, we can show how 
distributed energy resources 
support the resilience of the 
local distribution network.” 

-Vinod Tiwari, Powerledger

Battery tour and Powerledger demonstration

Powerledger Business Development and Sales 

executive, Caren Mclaren, gave a detailed 

demonstration of how the 670 kilowatt-hour 

(kWh) battery charges and discharges itself 

throughout the day. this battery will power the 

newly-built townhouses and apartments in east 
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Village along with Montreal commons, an adjacent 
mixed-use development. a third development is 
slated for 2022 and will also be powered by the 
battery.

a feature of particular interest was that 
Powerledger was also talking to local utilities 
about how the battery could do more than support 
the peak consumption of the townhouses in the 
precinct – it also had the potential to help local 
utilities smooth demand on the grid. Vinod tiwari, 
Powerledger’s Head of Business Development, 
explained that giving the battery a dual purpose 
showed how distributed energy resources support 
the resilience of the local distribution network. 
Vinod also gave an introduction to how electricity 
systems work in this ‘new world’.

Valerija radicevic, account Manager at 
Powerledger, talked the guests through a live 
demonstration of how the Powerledger xGrid 
platform works. the application records any 
excess solar energy stored in the battery (which is 
owned by Powerledger). it returns that energy in 
the evening. a range of other innovative trading 
opportunities exist – with Valerija also explaining 
the highly successful Victoria Bitter (VB) Solar 
exchange Program in the national energy Market, 
where for every $30-worth of solar energy traded 
across Powerledger’s platform, a 24-can ‘slab’ of 
VB is delivered to someone’s door.

Circular economy and the legacy living lab

Professor greg Morrison and Dr roberto 
Minunno from curtin university gave a tour 
of l3 which is situated at the precinct. l3 is a 
circular economy building that is designed for 
disassembly, deconstruction and relocation. 
According to Curtin University, L3 is the first 
building in Western australia that is both modular 

and designed for disassembly and reuse. l3 is 
constructed on recyclable steel footings, saving 
20 tonnes of concrete. the building is not welded, 
glued or fixed. Instead, it harnesses nuts and bolts, 
spacers and magnets – all of which can be easily 
undone for reuse, without harming the underlying 
structure.

highlights of the l3 tour included reconstituted 
plastic paving tiles that looked like brick (but were 
significantly lighter and easier to move); innovative 
use of doors as elongated windows that made use 
of existing breaks in the prefabricated walls; and 
reuse of jarrah timber in a stairwell donated from 
the nearby, heritage-listed Dingo flour factory.

In three years’ time L3 will be disassembled and 
moved elsewhere. if l3 had been built in a regular 
fashion, and gone to landfill at its end-of-life, then 
the greenhouse gas equivalent impact would have 
been 50 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.

following the event, networking and refreshments 
were held at l3. We thank curtin university for 
their generosity in hosting us.

By Caren McLaren, AIE Perth
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on 28 and 29 october, 200 
excited students from 14 high 
schools in Perth and nearby 
towns raced their student-
designed and built model solar 
cars at the university of Western 
Australia (UWA) – in the Infinite 
energy Solar car challenge.

Infinite Energy, AIE Perth 
and uWa co-sponsored and 
organised the 2021 event – as 
they did in 2017 and 2019. the 
organisers had to cancel the 
2020 event, due to the coViD-19 
pandemic.

the weather forecast for both 
days was ‘partly cloudy’, but 
it turned out to be ‘partly 
sunny’ with constantly 
changing cloud and blue-sky 
conditions challenging teams 
to use the best gear ratios and 
other settings for the fastest 
performance.

two days of excitement

cars raced two at a time, side-
by-side on the 90-metre, figure-
eight track. this provided lots 
of excitement when the lead 
changed or there was a close 
finish.

the day one time trials allowed 
students to test their cars on a 
track – some for the first time. 
this showed them if they needed 
to fix anything for the next day. 
Some students would have been 
working late that night!

the next day, 48 teams 
competed in round-robin races 
in the morning. after lunch and a 
welcome icecream from Scoops 
R Us courtesy of Infinite Energy 
– 16 successful teams went 
through to knock-out rounds 
and prizes were awarded for the 
four fastest competitors.

The finals day was opened by 
Wa Minister for energy, the 

iNFiNiTE ENERGY SolaR caR 
cHallENGE 2021

hon. Bill johnston Mla. aie 
Perth committee member john 
saratsis did a great job as Mc, 
keeping the races rolling and 
the students enthused race after 
race.

Certificates were also handed 
out for the most spectacular 
crash, the best-decorated egg 
(the driver, which had to survive 
unbroken), the best video 
presentation of the car’s design 
and build, the best 3D-printed 

Congratulations to the Infinite Energy Solar Car Challenge 2021 
winners

• 1st place, $1,000 prize: Girrawheen Senior High School

• 2nd place, $750 prize: John Forrest Secondary College

• 3rd place, $500 prize: Girrawheen Senior High School

• 4th place, $250 prize: John Forrest Secondary College.

design, the best-engineered car, 

the most eco-friendly car and 

the best team effort.

a great learning experience

Student creativity showed 

through, with a wide variety of 

car designs and build methods 

among the 56 cars entered. With 

car names like Volts Wagon, 

Watts up and flammable, it 

was obvious the students had 

fun thinking up ideas while 

Image courtesy of Infinite Energy

“The students learn so much from the 
hands-on challenge, being here and 
seeing how other teams have built their 
cars, and interacting with students 
from other schools.”                              - Teacher
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designing and building their 
cars.

the cars had to comply with a 
set of rules and use standard 
motors and solar panels, but 
the rest of the design was open 
to the students’ knowledge 
and creativity. it takes at least 
ten weeks to build a working 
car in school classes plus time 
at home. teachers and keen 
parents play an important part 
in teaching the students the 
necessary SteM principles.

congratulations to all the 
students, teachers and parents 
involved, and to the organisers – 
all of whom put in a great deal of 
effort over the year to bring the 
competition to fruition. lots of 
positive feedback was received 
at the event, with requests for it 
to be held again next year.

Special thanks to UWA’s jun hua 
guo (main organiser), who was 
also MC on the first day, Infinite 

thanks to the participating schools

• Carey Baptist College (12 teams)

• John Forrest Secondary College (seven teams)

• Girrawheen Senior High School

• Morley Senior High School

• Perth College

• Thornlie Senior High School

• Belridge Secondary College

• Pinjarra Senior High School

• Scotch College

• South Coast Baptist College

• Canning Vale College

• John XXIII College

• Jurien Bay District High School

• Home school team.

Energy’s leah Worthington, aie 
Perth’s noel schubert and Barry 
ladbrook for organising and 
running the event. thanks also to 
AIE’s john saratsis for being Mc 
on day two, UWA’s jocelle Co 
for looking after the registration 
desk, and to past competitors 

Christian ho and joe rechichi 
for being car scrutineers on each 
day. Many other volunteers also 
deserve thanks for helping make 
the event a great success.

By Noel Schubert,  
AIE Perth

aiE NaTioNal BoaRd & EXEcuTiVE 2021^
elected Directors

Position Name Branch contact Term expires

President Katharine McKenzie  Perth president@aie.org.au 2021

Vice President jeremy Schultz  South australia vice-president@aie.org.au 2022

hon. Secretary carolyn Moore Melbourne secretary@aie.org.au 2023

hon. treasurer charles cattermole Melbourne treasurer@aie.org.au 2023

Director charles rendigs  Melbourne  2024

Director Kylie Wilkie Perth  2022

Director Martin cousins Sydney  2024

Director Stephanie Moroz  Sunshine coast  2023

Director Steve Blume canberra  2024

Director john Sorrentino Melbourne  2024

other national officers
aie Secretariat* the association Specialists (taS) Sydney aie@aie.org.au

aie auditor Watkins coffee Martin nSW info@wcm.com.au

editor, aie energynews 

journal (quarterly) nadine cranenburgh Victoria editor@aie.org.au

^ As at 8 November 2021 

*AIE membership, website and monthly e-newsletter
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on 17 august, aie Sydney held a webinar titled: 
insights from an australian renewable energy 
Developer. the event featured two presenters 
from epuron: Martin Poole, co-founder and joint 
executive Director; and julian Kasby, Project 
Manager. the event was moderated by Martin 
Cousins, aie Sydney Secretary, and was sponsored 
by johnson Winter Slattery. the event attracted 
over 150 attendees.

epuron have been working on large-scale wind 
projects since 2003 and large-scale solar since 
2016. in wind, they have developed nine projects 
totalling 3,000 megawatts (MW) and are working 
on over 3,500 MW of generation across nSW, 
Queensland and tasmania.

Separately, fulcrum3D solar technology – founded 
by the epuron management team – is providing 
very good resource assessment and output 
forecasting for wind generators. together with 
solar monitoring and resource assessment, four of 
the Fulcrum3D’s technologies are being used at 
over 190 sites worldwide.

Martin Poole noted the alignment of wind 
resources, a strong electricity network and 
proximity of population centres along Australia’s 
Great Dividing range – making this area ideal for 
wind projects. flat land further west is world class 
for solar. other developers are likely to be working 
on similarly located projects.

other requirements for a successful site include 
compatible land use and receptive landholders. 
a good wind site also has an inversely-correlated 
generation profile to solar. There is currently more 
activity in wind power after a few busy years in 
solar.

The bulk of Epuron’s work is in coordinating 
environmental studies in order to seek planning 
approvals, as well as community consultation, 
negotiation with private and government land 
owners and managers, yield assessment, design 
and design refinement, and grid-connection 
studies. Site selection and feasibility studies 
typically take 12 to 18 months; and design and 
approvals two to three years.

Martin Poole believes the reported reduction in 
renewables investment is temporary – and to some 

extent due to connection and interconnection 
issues. tens of gigawatts of renewable energy 
generation and storage is required over the next 
two decades or less, according to the australian 
energy Market operator's Integrated System Plan 
and due to coal-fired power station retirements. 
a lot more renewable energy would be needed 
if australia was to become a ‘green hydrogen 
superpower’. Wind, solar, and solar with firming 
are the most cost-effective forms of energy 
generation.

offshore wind power will at least keep onshore 
wind honest. costs have come down, and australia 
has shallow offshore waters close to load centres. 
experience in offshore oil and gas could be applied 
to offshore wind. We may also see arrays of wind 
farms on flatter, less windy land further west in 
nSW and Queensland.

epuron are watching and providing input to the 
various renewable energy Zones (reZ) around 
the country. they are not holding up development 
at this stage, and do have potential to add much 
more renewable energy capacity.

Proposed state interconnectors are also very 
important with respect to maximising renewable 
energy input – including Project energy connect 
linking nSW and Sa, the proposed new Marinus 
link connecting Victoria to tasmania, and others.

julian mentioned the growth in the size of wind 
assets since the year 2000. a typical wind farm 
then may have used 660 kilowatt turbines. 
Projects in development now are looking at 5.6MW 
turbines or larger. this and more continuous builds 

aiE SYdNEY: 
insights from an australian renewable 
energy developer
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have brought cost reductions. in 
the solar sector, increasing size 
of solar projects has brought 
savings.

the renewable energy target 
(ret) and reverse auctions 
were important for bringing 
down prices of renewables. the 
state renewable energy targets 
and large power purchase 
agreements are also stimulating 
demand. however the focus 
is now on reZs, transmission 
connections and regulatory 
hurdles. fortunately nSW, 
Queensland and tasmania have 
done a lot of work on guidance 
and regulation for renewable 
energy projects (epuron is most 
active in these states). there is 
consistency between states in 
terms of guidelines.

Martin also sees a storage rush 
occurring. initial revenue was 
provided by very fast services 
but in future will be in longer 
services. electric vehicles will 
provide manufacturers with a 
better margin for batteries in 
the short term so pumped hydro 
will have an important role at 
utility scale. hydrogen is also 

a possibility for both short and 
long term storage.

Question time revealed that 
there are solutions to weather 
challenges for both wind and 
solar generators. far north 
Queensland has quite good 
potential for wind energy. 
however, turbines must be more 
robust to survive cyclones, which 
means blades are shorter and 
foundations bigger – which is 
more expensive than standard 

designs. Solar is generally quite 

robust and ages well. Most 

utility-scale solar power stations 

are not cleaned or are cleaned 

only after significant dust 

deposition.

aie Sydney wish to thank 

Epuron’s Martin Poole and Julian 

Kasby for their presentations 

and johnson Winter Slattery for 

sponsoring the event.

By Martin Cousins, AIE Sydney

the 2021 united nations climate change 

conference was the 26th conference of Parties 

(coP26). this event was held in Glasgow from 

31 october to 12 november. at coP26, countries 

were asked to agree to net zero emissions targets 

by 2050, and provide ambitious emissions 

reduction targets for 2030. leading into coP26, 

the australian Government had only just 

committed to reach net zero emissions by 2050 – 

with no changes to committed targets for 2030. to 

consider the coP26 event and what it means for 

the energy transition, aie Perth and hfW held an 

event on 27 october.

Kylie turner, Senior Project Manager – 

engagement, climateWorks australia, chaired the 

panel session. the panel included speakers with a 

range of perspectives on the energy transition and 

coP26. jo garland, Partner at HFW, heads HFW’s 

energy transition Group. She is an experienced 

lawyer focusing on the energy transition; hybrid/

renewable mine power; decarbonisation; hydrogen 

and new technology; and climate change fields. 

Marc allen is technical Director and founder of 

engeco, a Singapore and Perth based consulting 

company that helps businesses identify and 

analyse their exposure to climate change risk 

aiE PERTH: 
What does coP26 mean for the 
energy transition?
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and develop climate change strategies. Zoe 
Bush, solicitor at the environmental Defenders 
Office, works in the Safe Climate (Corporate) 
team, representing clients who are trying to shift 
corporate behaviour on climate change and hold 
companies accountable for the ways in which 
their action (and inaction) is changing the climate. 
finally, a last minute addition to the panel – rob 
grant, Director of energy at fortescue future 
industries – was able to speak to how fortescue is 
leading the global energy transition by developing 
a portfolio of renewable energy and green 
hydrogen projects.

Challenges and likelihood of success

the session included discussion on coP26 and its 
likelihood of success in achieving firm emissions 
reduction targets that will limit global temperature 
increases. Zoe noted that while coP26 continues 
to see world leaders come together to engage 
on targets, the intended nationally Determined 
contributions (i.e. the targets that each nation 
commits to) are not sufficient to achieve 
temperature increase targets set in Paris. the 
panel agreed that the first global stocktake of 
progress achieved since the Paris agreement, due 
to occur in 2023, will be the first point at which 
there will be global pressure for a rapid transition. 
Zoe spoke to the representation at the coP26, and 
that the absence of Pacific Islander representatives 
– who can describe the destructive impacts of 
climate change on their livelihoods – will likely 
reduce the pressure on negotiators to limit 
temperature increases, in contrast to conversations 
at the Paris coP. finally, the panel noted that 
Australia’s lack of commitment to enhancing its 
current targets will be looked at unfavourably 
by some of the largest economies in the world. 
But the international progress being made 
towards emissions reduction and commitments to 
adaptation could create a sense of urgency for our 
government, and negotiations (including on article 
6 that relates to carbon markets) could open up 
opportunities for australia.

the panel also spoke to the decarbonisation 
challenge, with Marc commenting that 
decarbonisation in line with Paris targets requires 
a sustained 7 per cent emissions reduction, year on 
year. this target was almost reached in 2020 – but 
this was on the basis of reduced travel, trade and 
freight as a result of the coViD-19 pandemic – with 
emissions are now expected to return to pre-
coViD-19 levels. Marc mentioned that the highest 
sustained rate of emissions reduction achieved 
anywhere was seen in france, when they reduced 

their emissions by 4 per cent after transitioning to 
nuclear power.

in relation to reporting, the panel spoke to 
challenges associated with a 2050 net zero 
emissions target, noting that it is 18 Prime Ministers 
and 15 ceos away for most companies, so a 
roadmap in the intervening period is important. 
Marc spoke to this transition plan needing 
clear reporting requirements. these should 
include not just numerical targets – building 
towards incorporating scope 1 (generated by the 
company), scope 2 (indirect emissions from power 
generation) and scope 3 (supply chain) emissions 
– but also corporate governance targets. rob 
noted that a 2030 target is important because it 
puts the obligation into the working timeframe of 
the executives who set it. It won’t be a challenge 
we pass on to our children.

innovation and thinking differently

the scale of the transition will be breathtaking 
and complex. Marc spoke to the need for 
a coincident transition to electrification of 
traditionally direct-use fossil fuels, happening at 
the same time as a transition to renewables in 
electricity generation. jo noted that while there 
has been a significant number of successful small-
scale trials and collaborations, we need to start 
scaling to gigawatts and terawatts of renewable 
electricity. rob mentioned the ongoing netZero 
australia study that estimates that only 6 per 
cent of Australia’s land mass would be required to 
produce enough renewable energy to displace all 
our import and export energy needs. this means 
we will have to think differently about land use 
and optimise wind and agricultural production. jo 
also spoke to the scale of monoculture required to 
support offsets for the largest emitters, and that 
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offsets should only be used where it is infeasible to 
mitigate emissions.

the role of technology innovation was also 
discussed. the panel agreed that we could not 
wait for new technology to be developed to start 
meeting the emissions reduction challenge. it 
is necessary to reduce emissions now with the 
available technology to start transitioning towards 
2030 and 2050 targets. it is understood that the 
last 20 to 30 per cent of emissions will be the 
most challenging to abate, but this is still 10 years 
away and technology innovations can be useful in 
meeting this challenge.

in the absence of ambitious emissions reduction 
targets in australia, the panel spoke to the 
role of industry in driving emissions-reduction 
opportunities. the panel spoke to a range of 
interactions between technology adoption, 
motivation and the role of governance in decision 
making. rob spoke to the fact that fortescue is 
transitioning to renewables for the combination 
of economic and abatement reasons. new 
renewables are now cheaper than new thermal 
generation, and in some cases cheaper on a per-
unit basis than existing thermal generation.

jo mentioned that industry is moving ahead, in 
particular where there is an alignment between 
corporate social responsibility and profitability. 
Marc spoke to the increasing interest in climate 
awareness from industry, boards and executive 
teams – but said that many still had a long way to 
go in understanding the complexities of climate 
change and the adaptation opportunity. he 
mentioned an example where an industry member 
came to his company to ask for modelling on what 
a 4°c increase in global temperature would mean 
for their company. Marc responded that a 4°c 
increase would be incompatible with our global 
economy. Marc noted that this can be confronting 
for industry to hear, but is a good starting point 
for an active conversation in setting a path to 
decarbonisation. from this point, industry can 
make plans for the future and reflect them in their 
corporate governance.

reporting and the role of legislated targets

Zoe spoke to the risks that industry faces by 
overstating their ambitions in emissions reduction 
and understating their exposure to climate change 
risks, with shareholders now suing companies that 
are not being seen to take practical and realistic 
steps to reduce their emissions and prepare 
to adapt to increasing temperatures. jo noted 
that a significant amount of legal risk can be 
resolved through appropriate reporting, but there 
is still a real risk that industry will not respond 

comprehensively enough to the challenge and 
will be left behind – losing customers and not 
accessing opportunities to collaborate on new 
technology.

 "Realistic climate change mitigation 
targets will help communities and 
industries plan for transition."

With industry taking the lead in emissions 
reduction, the chair wondered whether legislated 
targets are required to support decarbonisation. 
The panel reflected that coordination will drive the 
least-costly transition. Key to this are, for example, 
clarity, transparency and commitment to carbon-
pricing mechanisms underpinned by legislated 
targets. Shadow carbon prices used in corporate 
modelling currently vary, leading to wide-ranging 
interpretations in corporate decision making, and 
impacts on individual corporate goals.

Climate change risks should be considered

Sadly, the panel also spoke to the national debate 
on climate change and appropriate action as 
holding australia and its corporations back from 
the huge potential opportunities in the climate 
change space. they added that the debate did 
not reflect that Australia will be a country that is 
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hugely exposed to the impacts of climate change. 
realistic targets of climate change mitigation and 
adaptation requirements will also help transition 
planning for communities and industries that will 
be negatively impacted by the transition process. 
But it was a member of the audience, long-time 
aie Member David Parker, who reflected that 
Wa as a jurisdiction has a history of leading the 
world in large-scale transitions – from major water 
pipelines over a hundred years ago, to natural 

gas access in previous decades. if anyone can 
respond to the climate change challenge, it is WA’s 
community and industry.

Guests left the event having learnt more about the 
international climate change negotiation process, 
and the challenges, and risks for Wa. thanks again 
to the panellists and all who attended the event.

By Dr Genevieve Simpson, Chair, AIE Perth

aiE BRiSBaNE: 
Battery electric vehicles for the 
masses
on 28 october, aie Brisbane hosted a seminar 
by Dr David finn, founder of tritium. tritium was 
formed by a group of PhD candidates from the 
university of Queensland in the early 2000s, and 
is now one of the largest producers of electric 
vehicle (eV) charging stations in the world.

Whilst the market for eVs is steadily growing, 
there is still a long way to go. this will be partly 
driven by vehicle manufacturers together with 
government policy. David shared some interesting 
statistics, including that public announcements 
to date indicate that there are 10 major vehicle 
manufacturers that will be producing only eVs by 
2040. the uK Government has mandated that all 
new vehicles sold must be electric by 2030, whilst 
the State of california is requiring all new vehicles 
to be emissions free by 2035. currently, 10 per 
cent of all new vehicles sold in europe are electric, 
with china at 6 per cent and no other country 
exceeding 2 per cent.

tritium is growing at a much faster rate than the 
vehicle market, with over 5,000 charging stations 
sold to date and installations in 41 countries.

Most of Tritium’s developments to date have 
involved commercial-scale chargers. the next 
generation will see the charging facilities, together 
with batteries within vehicles, as part of the ‘local’ 

network and used for electricity storage within 

homes or small businesses. this opens a new 

market for domestic and commercial users, where 

they can facilitate vehicle battery use for meeting 

peak demand or reducing demand charges.

the question time at the end of the seminar 

indicated the interest in this topic and highlighted 

that it will be one of the quiet achievers in the 

changing face of energy markets.

By Craig Froome, AIE Brisbane

tineulla Philippou, sally levis, julian Chun, 
trevor st Baker and David finn
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aaron Day Brisbane associate
haerim nam Brisbane corporate
Patrick Savage Brisbane Member
Steph Byrom Brisbane Member
Stuart clague Brisbane corporate
Mark nesci canberra fellow
akhilesh nadgauda Melbourne Member
anas halima Melbourne Student
Bahador tari Melbourne fellow
charley Walsh Melbourne Graduate
joe corvetti Melbourne fellow
Mark Searle Melbourne associate
ushani Geegana arachchige Melbourne Graduate
Keegan Mason newcastle Graduate
ashton Burton Perth Member
ashwin V amarnath Perth Student
Bernardo Moya Perth fellow
cristofaro Marinelli Perth Member
Dana McMullen Perth Graduate
jessica Dyson Perth Member
jodi cook Perth associate
Marie farla Perth Member
omotoyosi craig Perth Member
rick Dolling Perth Member
robert Wilson Perth corporate
russell james Perth associate
Surena ho Perth Member
tiri Sanderson Perth associate
tom Barrett Perth corporate
tom Parkinson Perth Member
Vongai Mugabe Perth Graduate
anthony Groom South australia corporate
Ben collins South australia Student
jamie coombs South australia Member
john Keeves South australia corporate
oliver radan South australia Graduate
alex Dronoff Sydney Member
edward hawkins Sydney Member
jack jones Sydney Graduate
john Bullard Sydney Member
Marcos Venegas Sydney Member
Qilin Wang Sydney fellow
Sally torgoman Sydney fellow
terry lampard Sydney fellow
tilak Dave Sydney corporate
tony jackson Sydney corporate
Vashti Singh Sydney Member

NEW aiE MEMBERS
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SElEcTEd EVENTS iN 2022: auSTRalia

SElEcTEd EVENTS iN 2022: iNTERNaTioNal

16-18 March 2022: Brisbane energy networks conference and exhibition

16-17 March 2022: Melbourne enlit australia

4-6 april 2022: Melbourne energy oceania: Global renewable energy Meet

4-5 May 2022: Sydney Smart energy council conference and exhibition

23-27 May 2022: Daegu, Korea World Gas conference

5-6 june 2022: Singapore international conference on Microgrid energy System 
 Design, analysis and Management

13-14 December 2022: rome, italy international conference on Batteries and energy Storage 
 technology

Note: Some of the events listed above may be impacted by restrictions associated with the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Please check dates and locations with the organisers.


